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Dear Premier
We are, VERY disappointed to say the least, in your decision to Re
Shape the Landscape of SA by "re zoneing" this is just another way of
saying "OVERBUILDING" We are NOT suburb of Asia nor do we want to live
that way !!!!!   What happened to the half acre block we ALL wanted,
and had. " We" my husband and family have always supported the Liberal
Party, WE voted you in, we the believers, - Lots of YOUR supporters
are becoming disillusioned, both locally and Federally. You all, have
to STOP adhering to the constant banter of the socialist left.
PLEASE. Respect your, past our past. STOP tearing down our heritage,
the parkland, destroying beautiful big old homes and gardens, allowing l
them to be replaced by tacky little boxes, you wonder WHY there are so
many house fires now, they are made to easily burn. STOP selling out
your country.
Australians WANT there spaces, Homes with gardens, for all that is
Australian, to PLAY outside, cricket family BBQ s Etc. Have a close
look at all the cities in the world that have crammed people into
affordable high rise and then find one that dose not have major social
problems and high crime rate. High rise affordable housing means future
slums with corresponding social problems.
You try to sneak these thing in and through, everyone has to go on line
, well we are older, NOT everyone can go on line, its a disgrace.  
PLEASE STOP re zoning, no one wants it, we have enough high rise
residential building, the city is becoming a disgrace at night time that
is already leading to trouble. Look at other Country who have thrown
everyone together, they want out, to go somewhere more open , clean etc.
What your doing is replicating what they all left, ??? Why don't you
see this.
The way you are going about the new "Draft Planning Design" Code is
typical of a Government that is trying to bamboozal people with fancy
titles designed to mislead and confuse. It is obvious the intent it is
to change the landscape and bring all suburbs to lower level with the
nicer single block houses coming down to be filled with four tiny
wooden LEGO style affordable houses
.We like many many others are totally Disillusioned with All
Government, you seem to have lost your way, you do not listen to the
man in the street anymore, the men , women and family's YOU WORK for.
Are you any better or different than any another party ??? . Stand up
be accountable, be a Liberal party, stop pandering to the media, they
seem to run the country. We voted Scott Morrison and yourself in for
your beliefs, your Country beliefs , A Christian country, a clean ,
open, place to be.
   When people come to Australia, they respect its beliefs and
traditions they want to have the Australian life style, don't try to
make Australia like the countries they have left Get back to basics,
get back to being AUSTRALIAN support YOUR Country your people.

Stop going down the socialist path
Thanking you John and Paula Bent

